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For guidance on the documentation of the oral assent process please refer to protocol
Turn overleaf for an example oral assent conversation

An example oral assent conversation, to be used postnatally:

Your baby is doing well and is ready to have milk. With babies like yours we
usually start with a little milk and increase it over a few days. While we increase
the milk, we give fluids in the vein to ensure baby has enough fluid.
An alternative is to give all the fluids as milk and fully feed your baby from today.
This may help your baby and be more comfortable. We think that as your baby
is doing well, it would be safe to give all milk.
For babies like yours, we do not know which of these two approaches is better.
We are comparing them – we let the computer decide which way to feed baby,
and see which is best. We want to propose that your baby joins our comparison
of treatments – is that OK with you?
If baby does join in our comparison of treatments (‘research’), we can sort out
all the paperwork in the next few days (the “committee” says that’s OK). If you
don’t want baby to join in, that’s fine.
We will always make sure that the wellbeing of your baby is our top priority.

Of course, these words are not intended to be read out verbatim. The intention is to
illustrate the kind of content that might be appropriate.

If you have any queries or concerns about the two-stage consent pathway you should
contact the FEED1 team in the first instance; feed1@nottingham.ac.uk.
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